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application so characteristically British, it is necessary to
return to a description of his youth.
The young Joules were fond of life out of doors. They
rode over the country-side and climbed the hills in the Lake
District and in the Pennines. On June 8th, 1838, they
rowed to Lowood Inn by Lake Windermere and back
before breakfast, and ascended Helvellyn from Wyburn,
and played at snow-balling on the summit. On June 12th
they raced and beat two of the best rowers in the district in
the morning, and in the afternoon climbed Skiddaw. They
were very fond of pistols and guns, and had special small-
bore designs made for them. They combined this vigorous
life of amusement in the fresh air with meteorological
observations, which they reported to Dalton. On one
occasion they noted thunder that came from a distant
storm, and counted the seconds between the flashes and the
sound. Dalton told them that they had probably heard a
great storm at Holyhead, forty miles away, and that in his
own experience he had never heard a sound from so distant
a source. In 1840 James experimented on a lame horse
with galvanic electricity. In 1842 he was firing pistols on
Lake Windermere in order to observe the echo. His
brother was startled by a tremendous report and when he
turned round he found that James* pistol had jumped out
of his hand into the lake. He had stuffed three times the
usual charge into the pistol in order to produce a loud noise
and a fine echo. At another time he shot off his own eye-
brows. The brothers made soundings all over the lake and
discovered the maximum depth to be thirty-three fathoms.
Their interests were not confined to athletic exercise and
scientific observation and experiment. The elder brother
was an enthusiastic musician and James had much skill in
painting and photography. He collected pictures and paid
as much as £50 for a cattle piece. This sum is an effective
illustration of the conditions of Joule's early life. At that
date £1 per week was a high wage for a workman. The
young man could afford to buy pictures at a price equal to
the year's income of a skilled workman.
When he was older Benjamin Joule cultivated church

